The Department of Physics & Astronomy in the Faculty of Science at Western University is pleased to announce a search for a full-time faculty position in a research area related to **applied biophotonics**.

The successful applicant will receive a probationary (tenure-track) appointment at the rank of Assistant Professor or Associate Professor, or a tenured appointment at the rank of Associate Professor. The rank and salary will be commensurate with the successful applicant's qualifications and experience. The anticipated start date will be July 1, 2024.

The successful candidate will have research expertise in the physics of applied biophotonics. It will be to the applicant’s advantage to show a strong connection with existing initiatives in Physics & Astronomy and the broader interdisciplinary research community at Western University. In addition to research in Physics & Astronomy, related expertise also resides in Medical Biophysics, Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, and interdisciplinary centres such as the Brain & Mind Institute, Centre for Advanced Materials and Biomaterials, Institute for Earth & Space Exploration, London Health Science Research Institute, Robarts Research Institute, and Western's Bone and Joint Institute. Additional information about the Faculty of Science is available at [https://www.uwo.ca/sci/](https://www.uwo.ca/sci/).

Western recognizes that our commitment to equity, diversity and inclusion is central to the University's mandate as a research-intensive institution of higher learning. As a community leader, we understand that our commitment to equity, diversity, inclusion, and decolonization are mutually supporting and contribute to our pursuit of research excellence. The University seeks qualified candidates who share our commitment to equity and inclusion, who will contribute to the diversification of ideas and perspectives, and especially welcomes applications from First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples, members of racialized communities (“visible minorities”), persons with disabilities, women, and persons who identify as 2SLGBTQ+. Candidates are also expected to show evidence of a commitment to equity, diversity, inclusion, and the promotion of a respectful and collegial learning and working environment demonstrated through the application materials.

Applicants must possess a PhD in Physics or a closely related area. They will have an outstanding record of research in the form of publications in high-impact, peer-reviewed journals, awards, invited talks and other scholarly achievements, as appropriate for their career path and stage, or demonstration of commercialization or industrial research output and collaborations. Evidence of research impact and an emerging international research reputation will be considered strong assets, as will the ability to attract external research funding.

The successful candidate will be expected to contribute to teaching and research supervision at the undergraduate and graduate levels and to be able to teach broadly across the undergraduate curriculum of the Department. Demonstration of and/or potential for effectiveness in teaching and mentorship is important and includes plans to involve trainees in research and other high-impact learning experiences.

The successful candidate will be expected to engage in service to the University and the profession. Effective communication and interpersonal skills, as well as evidence of leadership potential, will be considered assets.

With annual research funding exceeding $270 million, and an international reputation for success, Western ranks as one of Canada's top research-intensive universities. Our research excellence expands
knowledge and drives discovery with real-world applications. Western also provides an exceptional employment experience, offering competitive salaries, a wide range of employment opportunities, and one of Canada's most beautiful campuses.

London has a growing population of approximately 500,000 with a diverse cultural mix and the hospitals serve a region of two million. London is safe, family-oriented, affordable, and located in the heart of the beautiful Great Lakes region. It is known as the "Forest City", due to its abundance of trees. The centre of London is graced by the Thames River with nearly 30 kilometers of bicycle trails hugging the riverbanks. London is centrally located to its nearby cities of Toronto, Detroit, and Niagara Falls.

The Department of Physics and Astronomy is a research-intensive department in Western's Faculty of Science and has expertise in both theoretical and experimental physics and astronomy. The Department is responsible for undergraduate and graduate programs in physics and astronomy and for service mathematics instruction for engineers. The Department is home to 35 full-time faculty members, with most engaged in externally funded research. The Department maintains both an in-house Electronics Shop and Machine Shop with highly skilled technicians. Other relevant facilities at Western include the Nanofabrication Facility, Surface Science Western, the London Regional Microscopy Facility, and the Imaging Pathogens for Knowledge Translation (ImPaKT) Facility.

A complete application consists of:

- Cover letter addressing how the candidate’s expertise fits this position and complements existing strengths at Western.
- Curriculum vitae including publication list.
- A research statement (3 pages or less) describing candidate’s research plans for the next 3-5 years, highlighting past, current, and future research plans, including how the candidate will fit with existing programs and initiatives at Western.
- Statement on teaching and mentoring philosophy or experience, including fit in Department courses. Include a description of plans to involve trainees in research and other high-impact learning experiences (2 pages or less).
- Statement of experience and plans for advancing equity, diversity and inclusion in post-secondary education, community-based or other professional settings in physics and astronomy (2 pages or less).
- Contact information for 3 letters of reference. Letter-writers will not be contacted until the shortlist stage of the search.
- Completed application form, using the form available at the following link: https://www.uwo.ca/facultyrelations/pdf/full-time-application-form.pdf.

Western recognizes the potential impact that career interruptions can have on a candidate’s record of research achievement and potential candidates are encouraged to explain within their application the impact that career interruptions have had and to submit a full career or extended CV.

The application package can be submitted via email in a single PDF file to:

Dr. Tamie Poepping, Search Committee Chair
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Western University
London Ontario, Canada
Consideration of applications will begin on March 1, 2024 and will continue until the position is filled.

Positions are subject to budget approval. Applicants should have fluent written and oral communication skills in English. The University invites applications from all qualified individuals. Western is committed to employment equity and diversity in the workplace and welcomes applications from women, members of racialized groups, Indigenous peoples, persons with disabilities, persons of any sexual orientation, and persons of any gender identity or gender expression.

In accordance with Canadian Immigration requirements, priority will be given to Canadian citizens and permanent residents.

Accommodations are available for applicants with disabilities throughout the recruitment process. If you require accommodations for interviews or other meetings, please contact Emily Adams at eadams29@uwo.ca.
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